
October 1.2010 

Ms. Ann Cole, Commission Clerk 
Florida Fublic Service Commission 
2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard 
Tallahawe, FL 32399-0850 

Re: Docket 100160-EG 
PEPS Petition for A r o d  of Demand-side Management Plan T R-W to Staffs 6 Data Rqtlt% (NOS. 1-13) 

Dear Ms. Cole: 

Enclosed for b g  is the ori@ and 5 copies of PEPS Response to Staff's 6th Data Request 
in the abovsrekenced docket. Please note that, pursuant to an agreement with Staff, PEF is 
providing responses to questions 1-1 la today and will provide the remaining responses on Monday, 
October 4. 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Dianne M. Tnplett 
DM'I/emc 

CLK - 
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vkaufnian@kamlaw.com 
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Suzanne Brownless 
Suzanne Brownless, PA 
1975 Buford Blvd. 
Tallahassee, FL 32308 
suzannebrownless@comcast.net 
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c/o John McWhirter, Jr. 
McWhirter Reeves & Davidson, P.A. 
P.O. Box 3350 
Tampa, FL 33601-3350 
jmcwhir t~~~ac- law.coni  

George Cavros, Esq. 
120 E. Oakland Park Blvd., Ste. 105 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33334 
George@cavros-lawsom 

James W. Brew 
F. Alvin Taylor 
BricLfeld, Burchctte, Rim & Stone, P.C. 
1025 Thomas Jefferson St., NW 
Eighth Floor, West Tower 
Washington, DC 20007-5201 
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Rick D. Chamberlain 
Behrens, Taylor, Wheeler 8 
Chamberlain 
6 N.E. 63*Street, Suite 400 
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DocketNa.: IWIM)-EG 
PETS Response Io Staffs 6” oata Raluest (Nm.1-13) 

PEF’S RESPONSE TO STAFF’S 6‘h DATA REQUEST 

1. Please explain or describe why PEF’s goals are comparatively higher than the other FEECA 
utilities since goals for all investor-owned utilities were set based upon Itron’s analysis plus 
the savings estimated to be achievable from the residential portion of the top ten measures 
having a payback period of two years or less. 

RESPONSE: 

PEF does not have access to how other utilities calculate their respective goals or to Itmn’s 
detailed studies for the other utilities, and thus cannot speculate as to why PEF’s goals are 
comparatively higher than the other FEECA utilities. It is unlikely that four utilities with 
contingent geographic territories and comparable customer characteristics would have this 
much dissimilarity in market potential. There are, however, key portions of PEF’s 
Commission established goals that appear to be out-of-line in comparison with the other 
utilities, which leads PEF to some general conclusions. 

The Commission goals were established as the sum of the following two components: 
(1) Net achievable potential from Itron’s ETRC high incentive scenario, and 
(2) The technical Dotential (emphasis added) of the residential portion of the top ten 
measures with less than a two-year payback. 

E-TRC Portion of the GWh E n e m  Goal -- Residential 

The following chart (and Table 1) compare the E-TRC portion of the residential GWh energy 
goal for each of the four Florida investor owned utilities (IOUs) relative to total residential 
class GWh energy. The results show that PEF‘s total residential GWh goal as a percent of 
residential sales is more than four times greater than FPL‘s and TECO’s, and more than 
double Gulf Power’s. Similar results are obtained by looking at the GWh goal relative to the 
number of residential customers served by each utility, which shows that PEF’s residential 
customers are g i g  asked to Save more than four times the amount required by a customer of 
FPL, even though the annual kWh use-per-customer is very similar between the two utilities 
(13,459 for PEF in 2009 versus 13,540 for FPL in 2009 based on data from the 2010 Ten Year 
Site Plans). 

This analysis highlights a concern with the residential E-TRC portion of the goals. PEF 
cannot specifically identify what potential flaws or inconsistencies may exist since PEF does 
not have Itron’s detailed studies for the other utilities. 

6 , 8 2 7 0  O C T - I  o 



LkcketNo.: IO(II6C-EG 
PEF's Response lo staffs Sh Data Requert (Nos. 1-13) 

Residential E-TRC Portion of the 2019 GWb Goal 

As a Percent of Residential GWb Sales 

Utility 
PEF 
FPL 

TECO 

I PEF FPL TECO GVii 

2019 asa%of 
2010-2019 Residential Residential 
GWh Goal' GWh2 GWh 

1207.1 2 I ,982 5.49% 
790.3 63,458 1.25% 
134.0 10,027 1.34% 

Table 1 

Gulf 

Comparison of Residential ETRC Portion of the 2019 GWh Goal 
I I I GWhGoal 1 

153.9 I 6,869 2.24% I 

PEF FPL TECO Gulf , 

'GWh bdore new conservation Source: (2010 Ten Year Site Plan, Schedules ,2.  I and 3.3) 

E-TRC Portion of the GWh E n e m  Goal - Commercial 

As shown in the chart (and Table 2) below, the commercial market segment E-TRC goals are 
generally within a range of reasonableness, so any issues appear to be largely confined to the 
residential market segment. 

Commercial E-TRC Portion of the 2019 GWh Goal 
As a Percent of CWG GWb Sales 

1 



Table 2 

GWh Goal 
2010-2019 2019CiVG asa%of 

Utility GWh Goal' GWh2 CNG GWh 
PEF 377.4 21,972 1 .72% 
FPL 1,386.7 57,167 2.43% 

TECO 176.3 11,851 1.49% 
Gulf 97.9 6,768 1.45% 

Residential Portion of Too Ten Measures 2-vear Pavback GWh Enem Goal 

The following chart (and Table 3) below compares the portion of the Commission goals tied 
to the residential portion of the top ten measures with less than a two-year payback. It should 
also be noted that these impacts are representative of the 'technical potential' rather than the 
'achievable potential'. The results are similar to the Residential E-TRC results in that PEF has 
far and away the highest relative goal, FPL and TECO have by far the two lowest relative 
goals, and Gulf is in between. This comparison only serves to strengthen PEPS concerns 
referenced above that the residential market segment analysis contained potential flaws or 
inconsistencies that caused results amongst the utilities that appear inequitable. 

FPSC Residential 4-year Payback Portion of the 2019 GWh Goals 

As a Percent of Residential GWh Sales 

PEF FPL TECO Gulf 



Table 3 

1 GWhGoal I 
2019 asa%of  

2010-2019 Residential Residential 
Utility GWh Goal’ GWhZ GWh 
PEF 1,903.0 21,982 8.66% 
FPL 905.0 63,458 1.43% 

TECO 50.0 10,027 0.50% 
Gulf 322.0 6,869 4.69?? 

Further information can be gleaned by a review of the technical potential of the individual 
measures that comprise the residential less than 2-year payback portion of the goals. Table 4 
below shows each of the measures contained in this portfolio and their contribution to the 
GWh goals. Note the wide diversity of results. PEF had eight residential measures on the list, 
FPL had three, TECO had one, and Gulf had six. 

Table 4 
Comparison of Residential 4-year Payback Measures in the 2019 GWh Goal 

This list originated with late filed exhibits requested during depositions of utility witness in 
each of the 2009 DSM Goals Dockets. For example, in John Masiello’s deposition on August 
4,2009 in Docket No. OSMOS-EG, Staffrequested a Late Filed Exhibit (Exhibit 2) listing the 
top ten measures, in terms of summer MW savings, winter MW savings and annual energy 
savings, that were eliminated based on the two-year payback criteria. It was further noted in 
the deposition that these less than two-year payback measures were included in the technical 
potential analysis, but were removed fiom the economic and achievable potential analysis. (J. 
Masiello Deposition Transcript pages 20-21). Thus, the GWh savings for these measures, as 
shown in Table 4, represent technical potential savings, not achievable potential. 

PEF also notes that the Commission’s decision to include just the residential measures fiom 
the top ten list of less than 2-year payback measures in the utility goals bad greater impact to 



Plan Component 
Residential ETRC 
Residential R-year payback 
Commercial E-TRC 
Total 

2019 
Customer Peer GWh Goal PEF Peer 
Segment as a % of Customer Level Goal 

GWh Segment GWh GWh 
21,982 1.34% 295 
21,982 1.59% 349 
2 1,972 2.19% 482 

1.126 



2. As noted at the September 14,2010, Agenda Conference, PEF’s savings estimates based on 
the residential portion of the top ten measures with a payback of two years or less appear to be 
disproportionately higher than those of FPL, TECO and Gulf. Please explain or describe why 
this may bethe case. (9/14/2010, Agenda transcript, pgs 91-92) 

RESPONSE: 

Please see the respnse to Item 1 under the heading “Residential Portion of Top Ten Measures 
< 2-year Payback GWh Energy Goal.” The primary drivers behind this inconsistency are: 

This portion of the goal was disproportionately tugher, as it was based on the 
“Technical Potential” for the selected measures, rather than the cost-effective 
“Achievable Potential”. (No such analysis was ever performed as these measures 
were originally screened from further consideration in the Itron achievable potential 
analysis) 
PEF had eight residential measures on the list, FPL had three, TECO had one, and 
Gulf had six. 



M e t N o . :  1001W-EG 
PEF's Response lo Staffs 6* DataRequest (Nas.l-ll) 

201 1 
2012 
2013 

2014 - 2017 
2018 & 2019 

3. Please provide the average monthly rate impact of meeting the Commission-set conservation 
goals as a percent of an average residential (1200 kwh) customer bill for the years 201 1 -20 19. 

RESPONSE: 

7% 
9% 
10% 
11% 
9% 



4. Please explain or describe why PEF included all the Technical Potential pmgram measures 
into one program. 

RESPONSE 

The measures in PEF’s Technical Potential program are identical to the residential measures 
contained in PEF’s top ten less than 2-year payback measures as identified in Docket 080408- 
EG. As noted in John Masiello’s deposition on August 4,2009 in Docket No. 080408-EG, 
the savings for those measures represent technical potential, not achievable potential. All 
other programs in PEF’s DSM Plan were based on achievable potential savings. Due to the 
substantial increase in participation and cost required to strive for the technical potential level 
of savings, PEF decided to keep all of those measures in one common program. 



DocketNa.: IOOIM)-EG 
PEF’s R e s p x  10 Staffs 6” DataRequest (N0s.l-13) 

5. Please explain or describe whether it would be more cost-effective to include technical 
potential measures within other programs rather than in one stand-alone program as PEF 
proposed. 

RESPONSE: 

It would not be any more cost-effective to include the technical potential measures within 
other programs rather than in one stand-alone program. The cost-effectiveness of these 
measures is primarily driven by extremely aggressive marketing and incentive costs required 
to meet the technical potential level of participation and savings associated with these 
programs. Those costs would not change if the measures were in one program or several 
different programs. Also, PEF has accounted for any synergies that could be achieved through 
joint program delivery mechanisms. For example, the Technical Potential Program 
Description contained in PEF’s DSM Plan notes on page 93 that “since many ofthe measures 
in the Technical Potential program share the same general target audience as the Home 
Energy Improvement program, these measures will be marketed through the Home Energy 
Improvement Program and other programs as appropriate. “(Emphasis added) 



DocketNo.: loO16O-EG 
PEPS Response lo Staffs SD DataRqmt (Nas.I-13) 

6 .  Please explain the basis of the escalation factor PEF used in the development of its energy 
efficiency programs. Please explain the impact of the escalation factor used on customer rates. 
(9/14/2010, Agenda transcript, pg 20) 

RESPONSE: 

In developing the E-TRC High case, PEF followed Itron’s criteria for the level of incentives 
necessary to achieve required customer penetration. Itron estimated administrative and 
marketing costs for the adoption rate that became PEPS 1,585 GWH E-TRC High scenario. 

What has been labeled as an “escalation factor” was simply a mathematical means of 
calibrating PEF’s historical program and incentive costs to the level of cost in the Itron E-TRC 
High achievable study. Thus, the term “escalation factor” is essentially a misnomer. 



7. , Please identify and explain what, if any, best industry practices or peer utility p rogrm PEF 
reviewed or considered prior to submitting its proposed DSM 2010 Plan. (9/14/2010, Agenda 
transcript, pg 20) If none, please explain the reason for not doing so. 

RESPONSE: 

PEF leveraged a data-driven, systematic, comprehensive portfolio and program planning 
process in an attempt to satisfy the specific goals established by the Commission. Tne 
approach, consistent with best industry practices, consisted of the following steps: 

Conducted a market assessment to determine the electric usage and characteristics 
across customer groups 
Reviewed a comprehensive list of energy efficiency technologies 
Considered the appropriateness of selected technologies for PEF‘s service territory 
Assessed the achievable market potential of selected, cost-effective measures 
Grouped the highest potential technologies into programs for marketing and 
implementation 
Designed program strategies that were consistent with PEF‘s historical experience and 
general industry best practices 
Attempted to maximize the cost effectiveness across the portfolio with the intent of 
meeting the Commission’s goals 

Despite utilizing the best practice approach described above, the single largest challenge that 
PEF encountered throughout the program planning process was the lack of a credible, market 
potential study that identified achievable energy efficiency reductions consistent with the 
Commission’s goals of 3,205 GWH. While it was mentioned above that PEF conducted an 
achievable market potential study (Itron study), that study only revealed an achievable market 
potential for all measures at approximately 50% of the Commissions goals. Therefore, PEF 
had to employ certain assumptions and design strategies (including maximum incentives & 
program costs) as its best estimate for dealiig with the uncertainties and risks associated with 
the Such 
uncertainties and risks include: 

technical market potential, particularly over a 10-year planning period. 

Consumer acceptance and participation 

Technology evolution and pricing 

Health of the regional economy, and the amount of new construction 
Federal, state, and local building codes and equipment efficiency standards 

Generation fuel costs and avoided capital costs 
Maturation of the local infrastructure for delivering programs 
Achieving penetration required to meet full technical potential of 2-year payback 
measures 



8. Please identify and explain what, if any, alternative program design strategies PEF reviewed 
or considered prior to submitting its proposed DSM 2010 Plan. (9/14/2010, Agenda 
transcript, pg 21) If none, please explain the reason for not doing so. 

RESPONSE 

PEF did consider a levelized design plan, but realized it would substantially increase customer 
rates (approximately 500Y0) right away spending high amount of dollars on un-tested 
programs. PEF's DSM 2010 Plan was the selected design strategy for achieving the 3,205 
GWH goal established by the Commission, faced with the challenges, uncertainties, and risks 
described in Item 7. PEF's proposed plan represented the best balance to achieve the 
cumulative Commission goal while allowing ramp up time for prudent implementation of new 
technologies and minimizing near term rate impact to customers. 



DocketNa.: 1001M)-EO 
PEF's Responseto SWs@oataRequest(N~.l-l3) 

9. Please explain or describe what modifications, if any, PEF believes could be made to its 
Technical Potential prog~am to make it more cost-effective and reduce the potential rate 
impact. For example, addiig or removing certain measures, adjusting incentivehebate levels 
or projected customer participation levels. 

RESPONSE: 

PEF believes there is nothing more that can be done to make the TPP more cost-effective in 
order to reach the Commission goal of 3,205 GWH. The incentive levels and customer 
participation levels necessary to reach the goal must be set as high as they were in PEF's 
proposed DSM plan. PEF chose the most cost-effective measures it could when developing 
its DSM plan, but its flexibility was limited by the level of the goal set by the Commission. 

If the Commission were to reduce PEF's goal such that it was consistent with the Achievable 
Potential for cost-effective measures, including some of those measures with less than 2 year 
payback, PEF could make several adjustments to the Technical Potential Program that would 
result in improved cost-effectiveness and improved rate impacts. Such adjustments would 
include reduced costs (including incentives and customer acquisition costs), and removed 
measures. PEF will be prepared to identify such modifications within its revised plan to the 
Commission. 



DocketNo.: 1001M)-EG 
PEPS Resp~lse to Stafl's 6 Dam R e q m  (Nos 1-13) 

10. Please explain or describe whether PEF believes that the peer utilities SACE selected, in its 
comments filed August 3,2010, are appropriate to use for making comparisons of effective 
program design and energy savings. 

a. If the answer is no, please provide the names of at least five other utility 
companies that PEF believes are appropriate to use for making such comparisons. 
Please also explain why these utility companies would provide a more 
appropriate comparison than the companies selected by SACE. 

RESPONSE: 

Aside from the other Florida utilities, FP&L, Gulf, TECO, OUC and E A ,  PEF does not 
believe that the peer utilities SACE selected are appropriate for comparative purposes. There 
are significant variances that impact the performance and costs of utility-administered energy 
efficiency programs, particularly when comparing utilities located in different states. These 
variances include but are not limited to: electricity price, regulatory policies, climate zones, 
fuel usage, customer demographics, appliance saturation, portfolio maturity, local energy 
policies, regulatory construct, avoided costs, utility EE goals, cost-effectiveness tests, building 
codes, other available tax incentives or rebates, etc. 

Furthermore, the normalized comparative analysis as provided by SACE ("Cost per annual 
kwh saved"), is flawed due to several reasons. First, this value is not a representative 
economic analysis as it fails to take into account the important aspects of measure life, 
discount rate, and the true avoided cost savings (it completely dismisses the capacity value). 
Additionally, as EEI's Institute of Energy Efficiency (IEE) has pointed-out, in a March 2010 
white paper titled Implementing Energv EfJiency: Program Delivery Comparison Stu& 
utilities around the country report savings in an inconsistent manner (i.e. - Net Savings vs. 
Gross Savings) as well as they use widely varied savings estimates for the same installed 
measure. Another issue is the high proportion of demand response programs and their 
associated costs existing within the Florida utilities. Thus, a true apples-to-apples "cost per 
annual kwh saved" is likely very difficult to ever achieve outside the boundaries of a common 
regulatory authority. 



1 1. Please refer to Attachment A, which is a list of certain programs and measures that staff has 
identified as having incentivd/rebate levels that greater than customer costs, based on 
PEF’s Response to S W s  First Data Request, No. 9. 

a Please recalculate the “residential rate impact” when the incentivdxbate 
associated with each measure is capped at no p t e r  than customer costs for the 
m e  measure and complete Table 1 on Attachment B. 

b. Please recalculate the ‘’percentage of total ECCR rate” of all programs when the 
incentivdrebate associated with each measure is capped at no greater than 
customer costs far the same measure and complete Table 2 on Attachment C. 

RESPONSE 

a 

Rate imDaa assumes a residential customer with 1.200 k W o .  u s a ~  

b. To be submitted October 4,2010 



-No.: IWI6C-EG 
PEF's Responseto Staffs 6" Datn Request (Nos.1-13) 

12. Please complete the tables (Attachment D) for each of the incentive level scenarios listed 
below, for each measure within the Technical Potential Program. Please also indicate any 
changes to participation rates as a result of changes to incentive levels. 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

RESPONSE: To be submitted October 4,2010 

Incentive levels are as proposed in PEF's filings. 

Incentive levels are limited to 100% of Measure Cost. 

Incentive levels are limited to 75% of Measure Cost. 

Incentive levels are limited to 50% of Measure Cost. 



DocketNo.: 1001M)-EG 
F'EF's Response to Statfs 6" Data Requst (N0s.l-13) 

13. Please complete the tables (Attachment D) for each of the participation rate scenarios listed 
below, for each measure within the Technical Potential Program. Please also indicate the 
level of incentive necessary to reach the indicated participation rate. 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

RESPONSE: To be submitted October 4,2010 

Participation rates are as proposed in PEF's filings. 

Participation rates are limited to 75% of eligible customers. 

Participation rates are limited to 50% of eligible customers. 

Participation rates are limited to 25% of eligible customers. 



Attachment A 

IncentiveRebate Levels Greater than Customer Costs 

BElTER BUSINESS PROGRAM I '  



IncentivelRebak Levels Greater than Customer Costs Attachment A 

COMMERCIAWLNDUSTRIAL NEW I Incentive/ I Customer 

2,146.00 2,040.00 
Incentive / Customer 

Rebate Equip cost OME ENERGY IMPRC 

Duct Repair 353.00 211.00 



IncentivelRebate Levels Greater than Customer Costs Af&ichment A 

*ECHNICAL POTENTIAL PROGRAM 



Year 

ammt $86,501,449 

20 10 

201 1 

2012 

2013 

2014 

2015 

2016 

2017 

Jj-d . 

I 2018 1 

Current Rates refer to those established in Docket 090002 

Rate impact assumes a residentid evstomer with 1,200 k w o .  usage 



Attachment C 




